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case story

We asked The Royal British Legion
....Why did you choose the SC 22?
‘With our Poppy Appeal collection trebling we needed a more efficient
and accurate system for the sorting and counting of coins. Other branches

“The SC 22 has
saved time all
round, and has
exceeded our
expectations.”
B.P Wright
The Royal British Legion.

were using SCAN COIN machines with satisfaction and so I acquired the
SC 22 coin sorter. The SC 22 has exceeded our expectations with its speed
and accuracy. We have also been impressed with the good service and
prompt attention by the SCAN COIN support team.’

....What are the benefits?
‘Installing the SC 22 has saved time all round, freeing our volunteers
up and it allowed us to count over 400 collection boxes with ease and
accuracy, obtaining both individual box totals and cumulative totals.
Additionally, the SC 22 connects to our printer which has enabled us to
monitor the count precisily. Acquiring the SC 22 is one of the best decisions I have ever made and I would certainly work with SCAN COIN in
the future.’

contact
Miss Claire Umbers
+44 7973 853449

your complete partner
The SC 22 coin sorter is popular worldwide for its superior sensor technology in combination with its small size and easy operation. The unit features automatic rejection
of foreign and damaged coins, as well as programmable batch stops. It sorts up to 8
coins and counts up to 32 coins in three different counting modes. The alphanumeric
display ensures easy operation of the flexible software with subtotals, grand totals, date
and time. Serial interface is standard, which enables connection to a PC or a printer.

technical specifications
width
depth
height
weight
voltage
speed
Diamater range	
THICKNESS RANGE
Display

525 mm / 20.7"
250 mm / 9.8"
400 mm / 15.7"
approx. 16 kg / 35.2 lbs
100-130 V / 200-240 V / 60/50 Hz
up to 700 coins/min
14-34 mm / 70.55-1.34”
1.0-3.2 mm/0.04-0.125”
LCD display

USER Interface	

Serial Interface RS 232
Battery back-up memory
Programmable batch stops

SCAN COIN’s world leading sensor technology.

Different box and tubing solutions avaialble

Bag holders

User-friendly hopper.

accessories
Bag Holder with connection for insert holder for tubing
Large inspection Tray
Special Table
nsert Holder for tubing
Tubing Insert for prefabricated coin tubes
Additional Printer
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Founded in 1966, scan coin is one of today’s leading suppliers of cash processing equipment, system
solutions and services. Our worldwide customer base is served through a network of scan coin companies
and distribution partners covering some 120 countries.
scan coin develops, manufactures and markets equipment and integrated solutions for handling
banknotes and coins, and has become a world leader in the automatic cash processing market.

